Software Development Environment
Cross-development is commonly used for distributed system software. It con sists in creating application code on a computerized system called the host sys tem and executing this code on a target system located in a different computer. This approach is adopted because the target system has been slimmed down to the essentials to maximize performance when running the application. The host environment, meanwhile, is better equip ped with powerful tools and various utili ties for preparing the application code.
Within the host environment, it is desi rable that: -productivity be sought as far as pos sible during system development; -the host and cross compiler derive from the same basic technology (or root) to avoid discrepancies between the program codes they generate. An additional advan tage is that the user need only learn one type of man -machine interface; -a remote debugger for source code capable of reaching the target through the network should be available. Combined with multiwindowing information display facilities, this will ease the control of pro gram execution and the isolation and tra cing of software errors; -facilities to simulate the target environ ment be provided to ease the testing of embedded programs, and thus to be inde pendent of target hardware such as timing and I/O devices.
Software Engineering
The main objectives of software engi neering are significant improvements in software quality and productivity with re ductions in the cost of maintaining and modifying programs. They can be achie ved using different methods including structured or object-oriented approaches which are invoked by computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools. A wide variety of CASE tools, based on workstations or personal computers, are now available to cover the major phases of the software life-cycle including analysis, design, coding and testing as well as infor mation modelling and documentation. Real-time features such as control flow graphs, state transition diagrams, process activation tables and state-event matrices expand CASE tools capabilities to support interactive and concurrent processes.
Standards
A key concern is the minimization of investment over the life of a system while improving its reliability. One possible ap proach is to make use of acknowledged industry (de facto) or international open standards to allow : an industrial approach to software development ; time saving and reliability; portability (i.e. being indepen dent of the hardware) ; maintainability; the sharing of experience and products (e.g. collaboration between laboratories and in dustrial plants). An example of an interna tional joint effort to propose standards for real-time software is the Open Real-Time Kernel Interface Definition (ORKID) pro ject uniting industry and research.
Conclusions
Implementations of real-time systems for local intelligence are generally at va riance with the technical requirements discussed above. This has shown up in a study of the types of real-time systems that are being used by institutes belonging to the EPCS Group. There clearly exists a wide variety of systems that mix industrial and in-house developments. This very undesirable situation persists because implementations depend on local con straints. It can be improved by the "ago ra" activities of organizations such as the EPCS Group where common issues of importance can be discussed to trigger solutions along some principal directions. One or more databases lie at the heart of modern computer-based control sys tems used in large-scale experiments. While ensuring that all the computers and subsystems reference consistent data, they also enforce a straightforward disci pline for making changes and provide a reliable source of system documentation. I shall describe these databases and dis cuss the critical issues and compromises facing their designers.
FURTHER READING

Integrated Technical Database
A complete project description in the form of an Integrated technical database should underlie all phases of an accelera tor or other large experimental physics project. This database is used for design, simulation, cost estimating, procurement, construction, and eventually for operation and management. The approach was used for CERN's Large Electron Positron Accelerator (LEP) and will be adopted at the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) in Texas, USA and at the KAON accelera tor planned for Vancouver, Canada.
Specialized databases including run time databases required for accelerator control are extracted from the integrated David Gurd recently joined the Controls Group, SSC Laboratory, TX, USA as Its Leader having spent 20 years at TRIUMF in Canada. He re ceived his Ph.D. in nuclear physics from the University of Alberta, Canada.
technical database (Fig. 1) . The designs of the experiment and the control system are therefore intimately connected so model ling and simulation parameters required during the design phase are the same as those used for operation and tuning; changes in the first show up automatically in the other.
Descriptive Database
The descriptive database of accelerator devices, which is generally referred to as the control system database, should origi nate as an extracted subset of the inte grated technical database. It is generally structured around channels, each channel being an analogue or digital signal, so the size of the database is related to the num ber of channels (Fermilab's Tevatron acce lerator has about 50000 channels, while the SSC envisages as many as 140000).
Hardware
The descriptive database of accelerator devices contains all the information des cribing experimental components (device name and mnemonic; bus or network addresses of controlling modules; para meters for routines required for control; data acquisition; data conversion). In the case of accelerators, this information has necessarily been organized in control sys tems long before formal database theory was applied. Examples are the "equip ment modules" of the control system of CERN's PS accelerator.
Some of the descriptive database entries define properties of equipment items (e.g. magnets, beam monitor instru ments, radio frequency cavities) ; others describe devices used to operate this equipment (e.g. power supplies and ion gauge vacuum controllers) as well as those controllers which are generally con sidered to be a part of the control system itself (e.g. analogue-to-digital converters, function generators).
Soft channels
In addition to the description of indivi dual channels in terms of hardware, the descriptive database links devices to form higher level entities, or soft channels (e.g. a "quadrupole triplet" in an accelerator). At a higher level still, the database con tains machine physics information not re quired for routine control functions, but used for simulation or modelling, or for high-level control functionality such as "move the focus 3 cm down the accelera tor beam pipe". It must therefore include detailed data for individual components (e.g. the physical location of a quadrupole, its magnetic length, fringe field effects, imperfections, skewness). Information linking many individual components (e.g. that required to make chromaticity or closed-orbit corrections to the beam) may also be included. Fig. 1 -Illustration of database implementations. (a -left) 
DBMS
The descriptive database must provide many different "views" of the accelerator control system. Important at this level are managerial features such as data integrity, convenient on-line back-up, adaptability and auto-documentation. These require ments can be met by large commercial database management systems (DBMS) so the generally adopted strategy is to have a DBMS running on a central control system "database computer".
The DBMS manages and maintains all descriptive data from which the efficient and specialized run-time databases are generated and distributed. These run-time databases are, in some cases, the only permitted means of communicating bet ween high-level system processes and low-level tasks interfaced directly to devi ces. Correct design of the DBMS is there fore important and this has been recogni zed by the controls community which is now attempting to standardize the mini mum requirements and specifications.
Live Databases
The descriptive database must be ac cessed in real time in response to operator actions, control system algorithms and operating conditions. The large DBMS ge nerally cannot satisfy this requirement so specialized and efficient, live static data bases, often in the form of simply structu red, easily accessed ("flat" ) tables, are extracted and distributed throughout the system for real-time access.
The control system run-time database describing the current state of the ma chine combines the static run-time data base and a live run-time database. It speci fies the digital and analogue statuses of hardware devices, of soft channels deri ved from basic physical measurements, and of overall features of the process (e.g. beam characteristics at various locations around the accelerator ring and at diffe rent times in the machine cycle).
The control system run-time database is constantly changing with the operating conditions. It describes, on a microscopic level, the state of the machine at a specific time within a cycle (a "snapshot") and, on a macroscopic level, the prevailing timing structure and programme. The ope rator interacts with this database, which is the origin of the information displayed on consoles and used by all applications.
Fast access is the dominant require ment for the dynamic database so data must be in a predictable format that can be used by any of the standard data access tools available to application pro grams and to operators. The manner and degree of data distribution is also a critical design issue.
Other Databases
Real-time information
In addition to the information distilled from the integrated technical database, the control system must access in real time many other types of data from easily accessible databases. These data include operation limits for security systems, mes sages for alarm and error conditions, and text and possibly colours associated with specific digital states (e.g. green for nor mal operation). Information describing console devices such as knobs, screens, buttons, touch panels and their controllers and addresses is also needed.
Reference information
Another database, which may form part of the integrated technical database, con tains reference information such as serial numbers for equipment, module type, cabling information, physical location, in stallation and modification dates, fault reports (with reports of remedial action), etc. This information can be used for the production of manuals and other docu mentation, and for system maintenance.
Machine parameterization
Falling into a completely different cate gory are databases that contain partial or complete parameterizations of the experi mental complex or its subsystems. They contain information required to reproduce process conditions and tuning or operaEurophys. News 22 (1991) ting modes (e.g. the set points of a ma gnet, the positions of diagnostic probes, timing functions). Measurements of pro cess parameters used with closed-loop algorithms to recreate settings may also form part of this database (e.g. the profiles and emittances of an accelerator beam).
These databases grow whenever an operator saves the machine conditions so they can become very large. High-capaci ty storage media may be required together with accurate file management proce dures to facilitate retrieving a particular set of operating conditions.
Logs
The parameterization database is in fact one form of data log. Many other logs may be stored in the control system, including separate logs for information, error mes sages, operator interventions, network use, etc. None are of value without data base management tools for ready access, sorting, correlating and reporting.
Distributing Databases
Features of the data flow -its origin, users, controllers, transfer rates, frequen cy, etc. -determine data distribution. There are clearly conflicting requirements on the various types of databases: some are accessed infrequently while others must be distributed among several geo graphically separated sub-systems and yet provide fast access for real-time con trol. Whatever the system design and the topography of its communications net work, the distributions of the static and live databases will be set by network loading and the required response times.
The desirability of retaining some infor mation in more than one place, must be weighed against the importance of keep ing data consistent throughout the sys tem. The run-time descriptive databases are therefore generally downloaded into processors located as close as possible to the equipment they describe. The excep tion is physics information used for highlevel calculations (e.g. closed-orbit correc tions and beamline transport adjustments for an accelerator) which should probably not be widely distributed but brought close to the large number-crunching com puters charged with modelling tasks.
To illustrate some of the differences, consider simplified models of three relati vely small accelerator control systems (Fig. 2) . At TRIUMF, live data remain in CAMAC registers close to their sources and are never collected or converted from raw values, except at the specific request of a high-level application program. The run-time static database is located cen trally and is available to all applications. The MIT -Bates Pulse Stretcher Ring exploits the opposite approach. Data are routinely broadcast by low-level sources and accepted only by interested higher level processors that need look no further Fig. 2 -Illustrations than their own memory for live data to run an application program [1] .
The LAMPF/PSR control system exem plifies a third approach: all live data is gathered in a central repository [2] . Appli cations talk only to the repository, which is filled asynchronously from lower level data sources. All operations pass through the live database that acts as a buffer between the applications and intelligent equipment controllers.
Future Trends
Databases and their distribution must be carefully designed to maximize the effi ciency of database interactions. Recent experience, notably in designing LEP and two of its large detectors, has shown the value of modern software methodologies, especially the entity-relationship model as applied to database design. The model connects database entities according to relationships between specific data items (on-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many). There also exist some computer-assisted software engineering (CASE) tools for automating database design based on entity-relationship drawings which visua lize the items and their relationships by e.g. bubbles and arrows, repectively. The lan guage and techniques of object-oriented programming are proving particularly rele vant in designing databases for a control system, a process which simply involves organizing equipment-type objects. Final ly, artificial intelligence tools can help one design the correct database.
